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The purpose of the CTA Spotlight for the 2016-2017 School year is to serve as a 

communication tool for community members in our district about what the staff members 

at Cole Camp R-1 are passionate about; creating a rich learning environment for our 

students and giving them all of the tools they need to succeed.  CTA hopes that by reading 

this article each week, you are able to pull from it information to greater assist the student 

in your life, as we all take part in their growth 

and development.  This week’s article is “Less 

Tech, More Talk” with School Speech Language 

Pathologist, Teagan Harrison.  

This article will touch on the effect of the 

use of technology on children’s communication 

development and ideas for non-tech human 

interaction. 

Although Mrs. Harrison is commonly 

known as the “speech teacher”, she doesn’t only 

work with students with articulation disorders.  

Communication disorders she addresses also 

include stuttering, voice problems, AND 

expressive and receptive language skills.  

Language skills impact her students’ ability to 

share their ideas, comprehend what they have 

heard or read, understand teachers’ directions, 

and socialize with friends. 

According to a survey of parents of children under the age of eight conducted by the 

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (AHSA) 62% of two-year-olds use tablets, 

59% use smartphones, and 44% use game consoles.  While the research is still not out on 

the impact technology is having on children the American Academy of Pediatrics suggests 

that children under the age of two should have limited screen time because of their brains 

rapidly developing during the first two years of life and interacting with people is the best 

way to learn.   

The Urban Child Institute also lists the following reasons children’s technology use 

should be limited:  

 Technology limits conversation and interaction which is critical for vocabulary growth 

in young children. 

 Screen time can interfere with sleep. 

 Using technology can take the place of creative play which is crucial in language and 

brain development. 

ASHA gives the following suggestions/alternatives for screen time: 



 

 

 Choose toys that promote creativity: crafts, dress-up clothes, and props for make-

believe. 

 Include children in daily chores such as sorting laundry, dusting, or watering plants. 

 Read and tell stories (not just at bedtime). 

 Play with your child.  Parents help their children learn important social skills such as 

turn-taking, sharing, and conversation and model good language skills. 

 Outdoor play helps develop gross motor skills and give opportunities to learn from a 

different environment than just indoors. 

 Turn off the TV and other devices to limit distractions and give time for family 

members to talk. 

 Use technology together and talk about what you’re seeing/doing. 

 Set a good example for tech use.  Our children are watching. 

 

Resources: Jackson, S. Disconnect the Tech! Help Your Child “Plug-In” to Good 

Communication.  Retrieved from 

https://www.superduperinc.com/handouts/pdf/408_DisconnectTech.pdf on 12/1/16. 
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